
The Tracker It Only Takes Spark
Have you ever wondered how technological advancements have changed the
way we live? From the invention of the telephone to the rise of the internet, every
breakthrough has left a lasting impact on society. In the realm of personal security
and protection, one device stands out - The Tracker. With just a spark of
innovation, it is revolutionizing the way we track our belongings and loved ones.

The Tracker, a small but powerful device, is designed to help individuals and
businesses keep track of important items. From keys and wallets to bicycles and
vehicles, this cutting-edge gadget offers unparalleled peace of mind in a world
filled with uncertainty.
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But what sets The Tracker apart from other tracking devices? It is the result of
meticulous engineering and forward-thinking design. With its compact size and
discreet appearance, this portable tracker goes unnoticed in your daily life,
ensuring you can easily monitor your belongings without drawing attention.

How Does The Tracker Work?

The Tracker utilizes a vast network of satellites and cellular technology to provide
real-time location information. By attaching it to your valuable items, you can
easily track their movement using a smartphone app or web interface.

One of the most impressive features of The Tracker is its long battery life. Unlike
other devices that require frequent recharging, this innovative gadget can last up
to several months on a single charge. Say goodbye to the hassle of constantly
worrying about your tracker losing power.

Keep Your Loved Ones Safe
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In addition to personal belongings, The Tracker can also be used to ensure the
safety of your loved ones. With a discreet design that blends seamlessly into
clothing or accessories, the device can easily be attached to your children's
backpacks or your pet's collar, giving you peace of mind wherever they go.

The Tracker's advanced technology even allows you to set geofencing alerts. You
can define safe zones for your family members or pets, and receive instant
notifications when they enter or leave those areas. This functionality proves
invaluable in ensuring the well-being and security of your loved ones.

Unleash the Power of The Tracker

Beyond personal use, The Tracker has also caught the attention of businesses
worldwide. With its ability to track valuable assets and monitor fleet vehicles, the
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device provides unparalleled control and efficiency to companies in various
industries.

By using The Tracker, businesses can minimize losses due to theft, optimize their
logistics, and enhance the overall safety of their operations. Whether you run a
delivery service or manage a large warehouse, this gadget offers an essential
tool to streamline your business processes.

In a world where anything can happen, being proactive in protecting what matters
most to you is crucial. The Tracker, with its innovative technology and powerful
functionalities, offers a reliable solution to this ever-growing need. By tracking
your belongings and loved ones with ease, it brings peace of mind and ensures a
safer world.

So why wait? Embrace the future of personal security and harness the power of
The Tracker. It only takes a spark to revolutionize the way you protect what
matters most.
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It’s been twenty years since the war between the Unity and Moog had been
stopped by the Tracker and the galaxy has lived in peace and prosperity. Zee and
Stella stopped going out on missions to raise their son and life for them has
become boring and each day seems to drag by slowly. They finally decided it’s
time to get back in the game and they begin accepting missions from the
President of the Unity. If they knew what that first mission would lead to, they
would have just stayed home.
For the first time, Zee is unable to locate the one he’s been sent out to find. That
failure causes him to doubt his talents and wonder if he’s lost his touch. Even his
son who also possesses his talents is unable to help him find a missing Unity
Special Agent. He’s obsessed with that failure and when he discovers the agent
is appearing in his senses, he immediately goes out to bring her in. What he finds
is worse than the war he prevented twenty years earlier and it places the entire
galaxy in danger of destruction.
The Tracker 2 takes off at full speed and Zee Rowe is faced with a new force
intent on invasion, however, before that can happen, he must agree to help them
find a scientist with a doomsday weapon. Zee discovers he has no option but to
do as they ask even if he loses his life in the effort.

Excerpt: The Tracker 2 – It Only Takes a Spark

Zee sat back on his chair and stared at her, then finally nodded, “Tee, extend the
optical scanner to its maximum range ahead of us and let me know if you see
anything.”
“Optical scanner operating.”
Zee pushed the thruster handle halfway forward and said, “I’m not going to
overrun our scanners.” Stella nodded and turned to the wall monitor. “Tee, stop
the ship if you detect anything ahead of us.”
The ship passed the star with the heavily populated planet called Dismal. Zee



smiled and said, “I have some memories from that planet.” Stella smiled and the
ship suddenly came to a stop a few minutes later. Zee looked up, “What’s going
on Tee?”
“I’ve detected something on the optical scanner and it’s rather large. I’m going to
zoom in on it as best I can from this distance.” They looked up at the wall monitor
and saw it zooming in on what was obviously a warship; a very large warship.
Zee felt something in his mind and he instantly blocked his thoughts. He activated
his helmet, reached across, pressed the back of Stella’s collar activating her
helmet, as he pressed the thought blocking button on the side of it.
“How large is that vessel?” Stella inquired.
“It’s about as large as a Moog Battleship?” Stella’s eyes widened as Tee added,
“That ship must have detected us; it’s coming about.”
Zee turned the small ship and pushed the thruster handle fully forward, “How long
will it take us to make it back to Dismal?”
“About two minutes,” Tee answered. “It’s taking about twenty seconds for that
ship to turn to our course.” Zee watched Dismal’s star getting larger and heard
Tee say loudly, “Holy Fire, that ship just activated its stardrive and is moving
toward us at an impossible speed! It will be on us in less than a minute!”

The Tracker 2 by Saxon Andrew takes off fast and picks up speed as Zee
struggles to survive and prevent the invasion of the Milky Way by a ruthless
civilization from a distant galaxy. The twists and turns will keep you turning pages
until the end.
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